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2 Requirements 

In order to use the AutoBlend screening technology, you need the following: 

 ScreenManager 14.1 or later. 

 AutoBlend license. 

 Imaging Engine 14.1 or later. 
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3 Description 

3.1 AutoBlend screening basics 

Depending on plate or plate-making limitations, dots imaged on plates must have a minimal size. Below this size 

printing would be unstable. However, this limitation in dot size can result in not being able to reproduce light 

tones when a standard AM screen is used. 

Therefore hybrid screens exist, that use different tone modulation types in different parts of the screen: tones in 

the highlights are modulated in an FM way, whereas darker tones are modulated in an AM way. 

In the highlights a fixed dot size is used, and tone is increased by increasing the number of dots, while in darker 

tone areas tone is increased by increasing dot size. 

AutoBlend screening is a variation of such a hybrid screen, it was introduced and supported in NexusRip and it is 

now also supported in Imaging Engine. 

3.2 Implementation in Nexus RIP 

‘AutoBlend’ indicates the automatic blending from FM to AM: the FM screen modulation changes into AM screen 

modulation at the tone where the FM dot size is equal to the AM dot size. 

This FM dot size can be specified by a user and is obtained from plate/printing resolution specifications and 

restrictions. 

The image below represents a vignette object screened with AutoBlend screening as implemented on Nexus. 

Left from the vertical red line dots are arranged in a stochastic grid, tone increases by adding dots. 

At the red line the FM dots have the same size as the AM dots. Right from the line the screen uses AM 

modulation. 
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3.3 Implementation in Imaging Engine 

AutoBlend screening is supported from Imaging Engine 14.1 onwards. However, there are some differences 

compared to AutoBlend screening in Nexus Rip: 

 The AutoBlend FM dot size is set up in a dedicated screening application – ScreenManager. It cannot 

be specified in an Automation Engine expose ticket. 

 AutoBlend screening uses a different algorithm compared to the original implementation in Nexus RIP. 

The new screen is similar to the Samba screens known in FlexRIP. This algorithm results in a smoother 

blending from FM to AM. 

 

See the Samba and PerfectHighlight screens documentation for more details. 

Other properties of the AutoBlend screen on Imaging Engine: 

 AutoBlend screening requires a separate screen technology license. 

 AutoBlend screening can be applied on all Esko Classic and Paragon screens that use AM modulation.  

 AutoBlend screening cannot be applied on stochastic screens (Monet and Organic). 

 AutoBlend screening cannot be applied in combination with other highlight effects (PerfectHighlight 

screen variations). 

 AutoBlend screening can be applied on HDFlexo screens, if these screens are not already using a 

highlight effect (e.g. HDFlexo screens that can be found under the ‘High Volume’ screen sets). 

 If seamless screening is used, the FM part of the AutoBlend screen will not be seamless. 
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4 How to set up and use AutoBlend screens 

4.1 Setting up and creating an AutoBlend screen 

As mentioned, AutoBlend screening needs to be set up in a separate application, ScreenManager. 

In ScreenManager you can activate AutoBlend screening in the following way: 

1. Click ‘+’ below the ‘Customized Screens’ table to add a new screen. 

A dialog will pop up where you can specify a proper screen name and code for the AutoBlend screen. 

 
Note:  

The screen code will be used to reference this AutoBlend screen in jobs and tools: Ink map in 

PDF files in PackEdge, Screen based calibration in Curve Pilot, Expose tickets in Imaging 

Engine… 

2. Select the AM dot where you want to apply the AutoBlend screening to from the ‘Original Dot’ drop 

down box in the middle panel. You can select a Paragon screen or an Esko Classic screen. 

In the example below we selected ‘Paragon Euclidean’. 

3. Select ‘Use Highlight Effect’ in the ‘Highlights’ tab to enable highlight effect options. 

Then select ‘AutoBlend’ as Transition Method. 

4. Select the resolution and the AutoBlend dot size that you want. 

When you have set the resolution and dot size, you will notice that the ‘Transition Point’ information is 

updated. (see The Transition point of an AutoBlend screen) 

  

5. Set an appropriate ruling filter. Limiting the ruling range will prevent the usage of screen rulings for 

which the dot size is not suitable. 

6. Click ‘Save’ below the ‘Customized Screens’ table to create and save the AutoBlend screen. 
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4.2 Using an AutoBlend screen in Imaging Engine 

To use AutoBlend screening on a job, select the AutoBlend screen that you have set up with ScreenManager in 

the ‘Dot’ drop down box of an Imaging Engine expose ticket. 

 

When you launch this expose ticket, your file’s separations will be screened with the AutoBlend screen. 
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You can examine the generated screened output with Bitmap Viewer.  

In this example we separated the Universal Target PDF job. You can see that the vignettes in the highlights use 

the AutoBlend screen. Verify the FM dot size and the transition point. 
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5 The transition point of an AutoBlend screen 

5.1 Information and preview 

When a specific resolution and dot size is specified for the AutoBlend screen, ScreenManager calculates the 

exact tone where the FM screen will change to the AM screen. This is the ‘Transition Point’ of the screen, and 

this point or tone is different for each different screen ruling. 

The ‘Transition Point’ information that is displayed below the ‘AutoBlend dot size’ in ScreenManager shows the 

physical FM dot size (in microns) that will be measured on the plate, the dot size (in pixels) that will be found in 

the screened output file, and the transition point tone where FM changes into AM when the screen would be used 

at 120 lpi. 

 

The ‘Screen Details’ table on the right shows this transition point information for all screen angles and rulings. 
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By selecting a specific screen angle and ruling, and clicking ‘Preview’, the screen and its gray levels can be 

examined in detail. 
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5.2 Effect of curves on the transition point of AutoBlend screens 

When applying a curve to an AutoBlend screen, the transition point or the tone where FM changes into AM will 

move. It can be useful to know where this tone will be moved to. 

ScreenManager has an option to generate a screen with a user-defined built-in curve. This feature can also be 

used to verify the effect of a curve on the transition point. 

Select the ‘Screen Curve’ tab, and specify the curve (set by the curve Family and Midpoint - see the PressSync 

documentation for more information about these settings). 

Also a curve ‘Minimum’ and ‘Maximum’ can be set to mimic bump curve settings. 

 

When the curve is specified, you will notice that the transition point information in the ‘Screen Details’ table on the 

right is updated: the transition point tones are re-calculated in sync with the curve. 

Also, if you click ‘Preview’, the screen preview will show all the gray levels of the screen with the selected curve 

applied. 
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